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Indonesia’s Beautiful Women 2018:
Achintya Nilsen | Adinda Kuntadi | Angela TanoeSoedibjo | Ayu Laksmi | Cinta Laura Kiehl | Daisy Musin
Eliana Putri Antonio | Eugenie Patricia | Jannaha Nasution | Karen Carlotta | Lizzie Parra
Elizabeth Rahajeng | Talitha Maranila | Velove Vexia | Yunie Jie
RELAXING IN EVERY SENSE

EMBRACING THE BANKS OF THE PETANU RIVER, SPA AT MAYA UBUD BALANCES THE HUMAN SENSES WITH A CURATED MENU OF TREATMENTS FOCUSED ON HOLISTIC HARMONY.
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For those moments when you need a revolution and for women with shattered souls, getting spoiled in a woody-themed Spa at Maya Ubud with a calming vibe of Petanu River is a perfect choice. Stepping into the luxurious spa lodge, you will greet with amiable therapists and luxurious spa treatment.

The 90 minutes body massage is brilliant which let you hurled around, semi-naked and slathered in warm olive oil, to the sound of river and wind of the green jungle. After massage, try the body scrub treatment which will help the skin keep soft, smooth, healthy and well-nourished.

After that, you can try its Chocolate Body Mask to have some therapeutic moment. Totally indulge your senses with the aroma of chocolate which also can enhance your serotonin levels in brain, as well as detoxify and stimulate the circulatory system leaving the skin unbelievably smooth and sensually sweet. Followed by a choice of aroma bath in a river view jacuzzi leaving you feeling ecstatic and energized afterwards.

With its focus on traditional, deep-reaching treatments, plus a stunning riverside location, the Spa at Maya Ubud has long been a destination in its own right.

Spa at Maya Ubud Resort
Jl. Gn. Sanit, Peliatan, Ubud, Kabupaten Gianyar, Bali 80571